Functional anatomy of human hand sensorimotor cortex from spatiotemporal analysis of electrocorticography.
We measured chronic electrocorticography (ECoG) of sensorimotor cortex during contralateral median nerve stimulation in 6 patients with partial seizures evaluated for surgery. We analyzed the spatiotemporal structure of the somatosensory evoked response (SER) using multiple source modeling to investigate functional anatomy of its neuronal sources. Two dipole sources in postcentral gyrus explained the large majority of the first 60 msec of the SER, indicating a subregion of hand somatosensory cortex generating this activity. The source locations agreed with normal functional anatomy from cortical stimulations, intraoperative photographs, and postoperative neurological examinations after focal excisions. The time patterns of both sources were biphasic like the previously described N20-P30 and P25-N35 peaks. The spatiotemporal patterns of both sources overlapped. Spatiotemporal analysis with multiple dipole sources appears useful to determine the number, locations, and spatiotemporal field patterns of cortical regions active during peripheral somatosensory stimulation and reveals simplicity in the macroscopic functional anatomy of dynamic human sensorimotor cortex.